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Short Bio 

Bones Fork is a rock-and-roll band based out of North Carolina. Their musical style 
is a mixed palette ranging from alternative and grunge to classic rock, folk, and country. 
The band has released two original albums: Goat Tree in 2016 and Beautiful Circle in 2021 
and intertwines their American rock originals with hits and classics from, as they put it, 
“the Cold War through the GWOT.”  
 

Performing mostly throughout the Carolinas, this foursome has toured as far north 
as Virginia and southward down to Florida. Bones Fork audiences can expect thick pulsing 
rhythms, girthy power chords, and heavy hitting vocals as well as technical strings, plucky 
percussion, and smooth harmonies. Learn more and follow the band by visiting 
BonesFork.com.  
 
More 

Fronted by Rob Dufresne, a retired Green Beret turned singer/songwriter, many of 
the band’s original songs and lyrics are drawn from his experiences while serving with the 
Army Special Forces. Even the band’s moniker, Bones Fork, is taken from creek in a 
swampy area near Camp Mackall, the proving grounds for would-be Green Berets. Other 
themes and sentiments woven throughout Bones Fork original songs are rich, colorful, and 
stirring walks through life as seen through the lenses of Generations X through Z. The band 
is based in North Carolina but has performed along the east coast as far north as Virginia 
and as far south as Florida. This group plays both original music and their favorite hits—
covers that span the musical spectrum from hard rock and grunge to alternative, classic 
rock, and country.  
 
Discography 
Bones Fork’s discography includes Goat Tree © Milspec Music, 2016 (9 tracks, 42 
minutes); Beautiful Circle © Milspec Music, 2022 (12 tracks, 53 minutes).  
 
Bones Fork Biography: Dave Maxwell. [excerpted from] SWJ Music Review: “Bones Fork, 
Green Berets, and Memorial Day.” 

by Dave Maxwell, Colonel (Retired), U.S. Army Special Forces; Editor-In-Chief of Small Wars Journal. 29 May 2022. 
Website https://smallwarsjournal.com/jrnl/art/swj-music-review-bones-fork-green-berets-and-memorial-day 

 
 
 
 


